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Training Session Date:
Location:

     Goal for the session:

     What did you do in the session:
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 Maybe you want to work on a skill or your mental process.

Or maybe you want to try some new equipment?.

What is/are your goals for the training session? 

What would you like to achieve?

How are you going to achieve this goal? 

You might find it helpful to work on this with your coach/training

partner to help plan this out.

What distance and where did you shoot?

Weather conditions.

How many arrows did you shoot?

What did you do for your warm up/cool down?

Did you work with your coach/training partner?

What drills or skills did you work on? 

Here you can write about what you did in the session. For

example:



Training Session

     Goal progression:

     Learnings and objectives to consider for the next training session:

What progress did you make on your goal?

What worked well during training to help you in working towards

your goal? 

Were there any challenges that effected your progression

towards your goal? 

Would like to make sure you do again?

Would do to change your approach for next time?

Need to remember for the next training session?

Need to discuss with someone?

What are the next steps and when are you going to make

them?

Thinking about this training session, is there anything that you: 

This QR code is here on all the pages to

quickly access this guide if you ever want

to refer to it! ©2022 Sarah Smith
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Competition Preparation Date:
Event:

     Goal for the competition:

     What do I need to remember:

     To do:
     ☐

     ☐

     ☐

     ☐

     ☐

     ☐

     ☐

     ☐

What are the key points that you need to remember when performing at

this competition?

These could be in relation to your technique or a key point in your

preparation for this event - 

maybe you need to remember to get a good nights sleep beforehand! 

This is a handy to do check list to help you prepare for the competition! 

What is/are your goals for the competition?  

How are you going to achieve this goal? 

You might find it helpful to work on this with your coach/training partner to

help plan this out.



Competition Debrief Date:
Event:

      Event Information:

      What went well:

      Goal progression:

      Learnings and objectives for the next training session/competition:
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Use this space to include some information about the competition. 

For example:

- What round did you shoot and where?

- Weather conditions

- Travel times

 

Think about the positives from this competition. What are you proud of? Is there

anything you would want to ensure you do again? 

This does not have to be just about your technique, maybe you prepared well

nutritionally ahead of the competition.  

 

This could be a short paragraph summarising the positives and the learnings

from this competition and how you plan to use these to inform your training. 

What are the next steps after this competition, and when are you going to take

them?

What progress did you make on your goal?

What worked well during the competition that helped you with working towards your

goal? 

Were there any challenges that effected your progression towards your goal? 



Distance Sightmark
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Examples of updates:
> Twists in string
> Nock point position
> Change of equipment 
> New sightmarks

Equipment Update Date:

This is an empty space for you to use however best works for you!

You can record any equipment changes here and come back to this

sheet in the future for reference. 

There's also a small table to keep your sightmarks somewhere neat

and tidy. 



Tuning Notes Date:

First end of shooting at 70m 

      Fletched arrows

      Bare shafts 
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This space is for you to write down and keep track of

any tuning changes you might have made to your

equipment. Here's an example below: 

Added one turn to pressure button 


